
CS Forester Society meeting in Rosas Monday 19 September 2022: 

CAPTAIN HORNBLOWER’S BATTLE 
“OUTLINE OF THE STRATEGIC SITUATION FACING THE SQUADRON OF ADMIRAL LEIGHTON 

IN SIGHT OF FOUR ENEMY BATTLESHIPS PLUS ENSUING BATTLE LEADING TO THE 
DESTRUCTION OF HMS SUTHERLAND” 

Now to cover CS Forester’s story of Captain Hornblower’s battle in HMS Sutherland (74) with a 
powerful French squadron here, just off Rosas Bay to our left, in August 1810. Interestingly this is the 
only full scale battle, I believe, that Hornblower fought. CS Forester managed to keep Hornblower out 
of all six great naval battles of the war (Nelson fought in four of them). But first I will set the scene, 
briefly outlining the strategic situation at this critical stage of the war.  

Napoleon was at the absolute peak of his power, being virtually in control of the entire continent of 
Europe having secured an alliance with Russia at the secret Treaty of Tilsit. The Czar sent a squadron 
of six Russian battleships to join the French fleet north-east of here in Toulon. The French fleet of 
some twenty battleships under Admiral Ganteaume, reinforced by a small squadron from Rochefort 
under Admiral Allemand, was blockaded there. Hornblower had been detached from Admiral 
Leighton’s squadron to examine the French coast as far as the naval base of Toulon. HMS Cassandra 
had been the inshore frigate watching that base and detected the escape of the French squadron of 
four battleships heading southwest in Hornblower’s direction.  

Only implacable Britain stood in Napoleon’s way. Britain was on her own with the collapse of the 5th 
Allied Coalition, after Napoleon destroyed the Austrian Army at the Battle of Wagram, (recovering 
from Aspern-Essling). Napoleon was supreme on land but Britain, with the biggest and most powerful 
navy in the world, was supreme at sea (150 battleships, 200 frigates and 500 sloops and brigs).  

Having been told that he could not defeat Britain by sea warfare, and thus not by land warfare either, 
Napoleon was embarked on economic warfare against Britain, with his ruthless ‘Continental System’ 
(in effect BREXIT 1, forcing Britain out of the lucrative European markets, the biggest in the world and 
the main destination for the majority of Britain’s trade, coincidentally, not dissimilar to the current 
situation).  

Just to quote CS Forester’s contemporary, one of the leading naval historians of his day, Professor 
Michael Lewis: 

 “…Napoleon now embarked upon his ‘Continental System’, the first full scale experiment in 
economic warfare, a bold attempt to blockade Britain without warships, not as absurd as it sounds. 
Britain, the only nation whose industrial revolution was well under way, was the great exporting 
country, and Napoleon was confident that if he could deprive her of all her main markets (that is all 
Europe) she must quickly crash. ..It held a real threat to our existence. There was much distress in 
Britain and a flood of bankruptcies. Indeed had he succeeded in applying his system in full, it might 
have proved fatal, and it nearly did. In this economic war the Royal Navy, with no naval opponent, had 
no great battles to win. Yet its role was decisive, exerting the constant, silent, war-winning pressure of 
sea-power [the very activities that Hornblower had been carrying out along the vulnerable French and 
Spanish coasts]…”  

But Napoleon, as impatient as ever and with vast idle unemployed armies to command had embarked 
on his three-pronged strategy in the Mediterranean to break the ring of British sea power. We are 
not concerned with the eastern thrust to take the Levant basin. Nor really with the Italian army he 
was massing at the Messina Strait to invade Sicily and capture Malta.  We are concerned with his plan 



in the west to take Gibraltar, the most strategic base in the region and then cross his Grand Armée for 
the second time into North Africa. There he could cut off the ports supplying the British Mediterranean 
Fleet. You will remember Acting Lieutenant Hornblower in command of HM transport Brig Caroline 
collecting African beef cattle and grain for the fleet and Gibraltar from Oran, arriving in Gibraltar with 
a captured Spanish lugger.  

But the siege of Gibraltar was not progressing well and in his impatience with Spain Napoleon cruelly 
deposed the royal family and imposed his brother Joseph on the throne. The Spaniards bitterly 
resented this and rose up against the French forcing them into bastions such as Barcelona and Rosas. 
Napoleon was forced to send more and more troops and by 1810 well over a third of a million troops 
had been drawn into Spain, mostly traveling via the coast roads (as Pino’s Army marching from 
Malgret, attacked by Hornblower). The Peninsular War (the eventual pivot of the Napoleonic War) 
had started. Napoleon later wrote: “…this was what destroyed me…”. The Spanish were aided by a 
small professional British army, which had landed in Portugal under Wellington and had constructed 
the famous lines of Torres Vedras to starve Massena’s Army. CS Forester was fascinated by the 
Peninsular War and wrote several books on it. Probably the best is his classic ‘The Gun’, filmed as ‘The 
Pride & The Passion’ (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BkGOoy_wJ_g) if you haven’t read it you 
have a treat in store. 

As I said the French fleet was blockaded in Toulon by the Mediterranean Fleet under Admiral Cotton, 
having just relieved Admiral Collingwood. Incidentally the following year Hornblower’s great friend 
and patron Admiral Pellew relieved Admiral Cotton but of course Hornblower was gone by then. 

Toulon is a very difficult base to blockade; it is a weather shore, so the French ships had the advantage 
of the weather gauge.  Squadrons could slip out and a number had, both to Barcelona and to the east 
to reinforce Corfu. Admiral Baudin took a squadron of five ships of the line with supplies for Barcelona 
and back. Then shortly before Hornblower arrived Admiral Baudin took another squadron (three ships 
of the line) to escort a convoy to Barcelona. This time he was caught by Admiral Martin  and defeated 
just off Rosas, but the convoy escaped into the bay and took sanctuary under the heavy guns of the 
citadel. They were safe there until a British squadron came and captured or destroyed them all in a 
night attack, just as happened eventually to the ships Hornblower faced.   

 

 

Rosas Bay, by John Roberts  



Now the BATTLE:  

The whole question of the battle fought by Hornblower against the powerful French squadron of four 
ships of the line was ‘should he have engaged against such impossible odds - was it really necessary 
to lose his ship or even worth it?’ 

Briefly, HMS Sutherland (74) was off the bay of Rosas just to the northeast with the French squadron 
of Ville de Bordeaux (98), Meduse (74), Turenne (74) and Didon (80) bearing down from the north in 
line ahead attempting to escape into the bay. Admiral Leighton with Pluto (98) and Caligula (74) was 
further to the northeast but too far away to arrive in time.  Heading straight for the leading French 
ship, Didon on a collision course, Hornblower forced her to turn away at the very last minute to avoid 
collision. Hornblower then seized the opportunity to turn across the vulnerable exposed stern and 
rake Didon, wreaking heavy damage. He then broadsided the next in line, Meduse, at deadly close 
range and both ships sustained very heavy damage. At that point Hornblower could well have put 
about and tacked into safety to save his ship but “…if he withdrew he would all the rest of his life 
suspect himself of having done so out of cowardice…He would fight whether it was the right thing or 
not…”. He continued the fight against the remaining French ships and gunboats arriving from Rosas 
until many of his men were slaughtered and finally he was forced to surrender his ship.  

Very difficult decisions for Hornblower, but you should be aware of what would have been going 
through his mind. In war, captains of warships have two fundamental, yet conflicting, duties. They 
have a prime duty to inflict the maximum possible damage on their country’s enemies, they have to 
be brave and bold. BUT at the same time, they have an absolute duty to protect their ships and the 
lives of the men entrusted to them.  

If they are too reckless and foolhardy in attacking the enemy, they may needlessly imperil their ships 
and throw away the lives of their men for little purpose. BUT on the other hand, if they are too 
cautious protecting their ships and men’s lives, they may miss decisive opportunities to attack the 
enemy and progress the war favourably. 

Battles, whether on land or sea are never exactly evenly matched and the weaker side, unless trapped 
always has the option to give battle or to decline. And whatever the circumstances the captain will 
always be fully aware of the likely reaction of his peers or superiors -eg  CORONEL, where Admiral 
Cradock needlessly sacrifices his ships, men and himself for no purpose against a superior German 
squadron under Admiral Von Spee in the Pacific in 1914. had discovered a colleague, Admiral 
Troubridge was being court-martialled for failing to engage a superior German squadron in the 
Mediterranean. 

Quite apart from receiving a signal from his superior, Admiral Leighton, to engage the enemy 
Hornblower thinks very hard on the pros and cons of doing so and realises that it is a no-win situation, 
it is the end of his career whatever he chooses to do. If he does engage against such impossible odds, 
he will most likely lose his ship and even if he survives the battle himself, he will be court-martialled 
for the loss of his ship and cashiered. If he doesn’t attack, he will be considered a coward and as such 
never again given a command. Again, after engaging and severely damaging the first two French ships 
he has the opportunity to withdraw and save his ship and many of his men as there is no prospect of 
Leighton’s two ships arriving in time. But he decides not to and instead to press on and attack the 
remaining two ships in the certain knowledge that it will cost the loss of his ship and a very large 
number of his men. 

Battles, whether on land or sea, are rarely against even odds, there is invariably a weaker side, which 
has to make the choice whether to attack, retreat, shadow, negotiate or even consider surrender. 



Certainly, he had a choice whether to attack, shadow or allow the French ships to seek refuge in Rosas 
and wait for Leighton to arrive. 

In the event it was unnecessary to attack because the doomed French squadron was going to shelter 
in the bay, damaged, disabled or not. Once in the bay they would be blockaded until ships arrive to go 
in and capture or destroy them just as they had done some months earlier when Admiral Martin 
destroyed the French ships sheltering there. And indeed as happens to the French squadron whilst 
Hornblower is a prisoner in the citadel at the beginning of Flying Colours. 

John Roberts 

 

 

The Heavyweight Punch by Geoff Hunt RSMA 

 

 

 

 

 

 


